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BUSINESS DIREC:CORY_
H. M. BEER, M. D ., Physician and Surgeon.

MRs. N. B . FOSTER, Fash ionable Mill iner
and Dress Maker.

Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

No. 8, S. Washington S!. , up stairs.
L. W. ELLIOT, M. D., Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residenct', over Freeman's Store,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

I

A. P. LETHEIU1AN, M.D.
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front
door of Court House, over Specht and Finney's
Store. Residence, Cor. Washington and Erie ~ts.
Dr. LY\1AN R. PALl\IER.
Residenc(!, 38 Calumet St., opposite the High
School building.
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1.

A. W. VIXCEXT, ~L D.

.

A. \V ALKER.
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Store.

A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammuni tion,
Cartridges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted,
Trunks repaired, Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
East of the Post Office, up stairs.
R. L. FELTOX.
rigs, Low rates.

Office, Cor. Main and Franklin Sts , Valparaiso, Indiana.

J.

MRs. TRUEDELL, Teac her of the F rench
Language . Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main
and Locust Sts. , Valparaiso, Ind.
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Livery and Feed.

~arty

Good

I
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wagon for Picnics etc.

l

S. E. Cor. Main and \lichigan Sts.
BELL. BROS. Livery ~eed and Sale Stable.
Good rigs at reasonable rates. Baled hay, straw,
grain and grnund feed, kept on hand ft)r sale .
East l\lain 't. Opp. T . B. Louderback's Shop .

W. II. McCLURE, Watchmaker.
I

·'

Formerly with the Elgin Watch Co.
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ~lain St.
M. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
Represent'!ng only first class companies.
"STUTTER! JG JIM,'' the funniest song published. Mr. Heritage's great character song.
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edition going fast.
Address THE IDEAL Musrc Co., Valparaiso,
Ind. Lock BoxY.
MISS JESSIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress
Maker.
Over the Post Office.

L. W. BLOCH'

Steam Laundry.

Should you want a nice clean shirt, give us a
trial.

I

30 and 32 W. Main St.

J. T. MAS. EY, Barber Shop. Ladies and
Children's hair cutting. Shampooing. Razors
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Ladies
and Gentlemen. Give us a call.
No. 6, \Vest Main St.
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Studen ts it will take you many terms to learn
German, L a tin and Greek on College H ill, but
in 20 minutes you can learn all you need know
concerning such goods as you may require, at the
Chicago Store.
Sign of the American Flag.

THE SHELDON SERIES.

THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXTBOOKS IN THE MARKET,

Sh e ldon's l.U flde rn Sebool H e ade r . ..
[5 hooks.] Contniuing one-third more reading
matter. thnn nny other 5-book eries.
Sla c l 410n' .. ArltJun et tes. Two BookA.
Tht> most attrt~ctive serie over issued.
S h e ldon's Al geb J•as.

Pattersfln's Advanced Gramn1.ar anti
Rhe toric.
Patt e rson'~'> Eleme nts of Grammar and
Compos\ tlfln,
Stoddat•ll'"' N ew Intellectual Arithmetic.
'l'Bt-: ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA.
'l'ht book has been very carefully revi. cd. Al l
THE CO:'IlJ>l.ETE ALGEBH A.
t he attracth·e features which made this the mo t
This i~ not n ~-book erie" of Alg(~bnts, as the
popular Intellectual Arithmetic of it;. day have
Com}1lt tc and Eltmr-11 tN of Alar bra are the same,
been retained.
page for p;lg-e n. tnr ns the Elementary goe'.
The c algl•brtl.. are ~implc and clean cut, with N ew e rle s German T t' Xt•Biloks.
B:v Prof. H. J. chmitz. Elemn1ts of the Gcr·fr<' hand nttral'tivc exumplcs.
mail La1l(JH(l{)l'-. - Fir't und 'econrl Book. now
SJa cldun 'H '\VUrd St ud it>H.
ready. The two pnrt will be bound together. and
Thi b the b~?,.;t and mo. t u;;eful Spellin~ Book
also sold <.'parntely.
ever published.
Dr. El t•oy tU, A. Yt' I' Y'"' P h y,lcal S cience Se• Dr. D. J. Hill'" Rh etor l r, L o::Ic, and
·
rle .. .
P )t'h o l ugy .
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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THE NORTHERN INDIANA

NORMAL ScHootJ
~ND

->+BU$1NE$$

,

IN$TITUTE,~

VALPARAISO,

INDIANA.

·--)o(--

The Largest and Best Equipped Normal
School in the United States.
--)o(--

~~SCHOOL

THE ENTIRE YEAR.·===E>

STUDENTS CAN ENTER AT ANY TIME, SELECT THEIR OWN STUDIES AND ADVANCE AS RAPIDLY AS THEY MAY DI~ IRE.

--)o(--

Full Course of Study; the Best of Apparatus, and one of the Most Com·
plete Libraries. None but thoroughly trained instructors employed.
--)o(-ExPENSE S

less than at any other place.

In fact no other institution of learning

offers anything like equal advantages at su h low rates.
+-CATALOGUE GIVING FULL PARTICULARS MAILED FREE. - +

Address H. B. BROWN,

PKINCIP>\L,

or 0. P. KINSEY,

AssocrATE PRINCIPAl..

TI£E STUDENT.
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~ool\s

full of Gife and '[bought.
Stickn~~'s

'w~ntworth's Arithrn~tics.
Their motto is mastery, their methnd is learn to
do by doing.

Word

b~

vJord.

An improved spelling course in two numbers.
Conservative and original.

Mo~tgorpe~y's f\rpe~iGa~ Ftistory.

fi:lementary ~essons in fi:~glisb.

A panorama of the leading facts, their causes
and their results.

Bright, practical and interesting at every stage
of the course.

:farbell's

Stickn~w's FZ~cld~rs .
Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make,
best in interest and results.

Cl21ssics for

Childr~n.

Choice literature, judicious notes, large type,
finn binding, low prices.

BOSTO ~ .

~essons ~~ ~angua~e.

Expression through written f orms made as natu ral as thought and speech.

:fbe ~ew Macio~al f/tusiG Gaurse,
Studied by more pupils than all other regular
courses togethP.r.

NE\V YORK.

Ready in January.

HOUSTON)S

CHICAGO.

THE

1\merican 8-y-stem
-.--of Shorthand.
To supply the increasing demand for stenog-

~caw IPih~~Uce31ll

raphers, schools of shorthand and. type writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all busi-

GEOGRAPHY,
1lou. tnn'~

ness colleges now have a "department of shorthand" A number of systems are taught, but

tlta or nenn Pitntun is more ;;en.
erally used than any otlter in litis
Phy:-;ical Gengra1)hy has for
country, and tnay be called Ute

) ear.:; been the leadinLg text-book on the
subject for usc in the class-room.
The new edition is an

~'.;lnaerical"&

SysteJn. ' -Extract from the

R eport of the Commissioner of Education (Washington, D. C.),for the year I887-88, page 927.

-IDEAL TEXT BOOK.For information, write to

Eldredge & J3ro.J
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

A D VERTISING D EPA R TMENT.

THE

AMERICAN
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P U BLIS H ERS OF SCHOOL
A ND C OLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_

THE AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY Publishes ExclusivalySchool and CollegeTex~ Books, M~ps &Ch,rhl
including those so well known to the educational public as

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
APPLETONS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
fiARPERS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES.
Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for lhe selection of just such texts
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class. New books have recently been ad ded in almost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all that is best in school book literature.
No ~chool board should adopt new books or arrange for supplies of books already in use without
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and North-west
may be addressed to our CHlCAGO OFFICE, 258 -260 WABASH. AVENUE, and will receive prompt
attention.

illHE------..
1 ..8_li.[::EJ::@IO .A_~

~--A
_
D_D
_E
_E_s_s_._ _ _ .
:BOO~

OOli.[F...8_]>:fy-' _

The
Record Made jn an honorable way and
- - - - - -- upon the basis of merit is, nat·
urally, a ource of pleasure and pride. Hen<'c we
congratuhtte the author of H y d e's P ractical
L e s !Oons in En g U sl1 upon the splendid record of
the series. ln the West this fall the books have
been introduced into such citie as Detroit, Mich.;
St. Paul, Minn.; Janesville. Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa;
Kearney, Neb.; Kansas City, Kan.; the entire tate
of Washington; Joliet, Ills.; and in Jndiann, into
Evansvi!IP, Bedford, New Harmony, Rushl' ille,
Connersville, Cambridge City, Noblesville, l'liicbigan City, and into twenty or more counties. Cities
and towns, in tlle TI'est alone. having a total population of over 2,000,000 are now using the books.
~W e

send FREE sample pages and an

258 and 260 Wabaslllve.,

CHICAGO.

V ALP.l\RlliSO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi cago Railway, on main thoroughfare of the
- - system known ns--

·THE PENNSYl VANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chi cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia ity
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman . leeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to

PITT ' BURG,

BALTI lORE,
outline of work in Language for all grades of
P rimary, Intermediate and Grammar Schools.
W rite us for anything you seek.

D. C. HEATH aCo.,Pnblisbers.
E. E. S MIT H,

r8s Wabash Ave.,

G en'l W estern Agt.

CHI CAGO.

WA.'IIL ·cTON,
PliiLADELPIITA,
'EW Y RK.
f.'or comple te information- regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
G O . A . DOD GE,
Ticket Agent, Vtlparai o, Ind.,
.TO ~E PH WOOD ~
• FORD,
Gcn1~ral Manager,
G<>n ral Pn cngcr .Agt.
Pit

burg, Pn.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAIL"\1\TAY.
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that tickets read via above
line, and secure comfort, speed and safety at lowest rates compatible with first cla~s service.
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115
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SOU'l'H BEND
BATTLE CREEK
LAN!:HNG
DURAND
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DETROIT

*8 00

SAGINAW

*8 00

P.M.
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t9 50

*7 45
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7 00
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t Datly except Sunday.

- -- - -7 16- -5 !'\9
134
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A.M.

115

8 40

A.M.

P.M.

10 00
600
8 30
900
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A .M.
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$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping and Parlor cars between Chica~ and New York-Trains 3, 5, 2, 6;
Boston-Trains 3 and 4; aginawValley-Trains 5 and 4; Detroit-Trains 4 and 5· Trains 7 and
8 run through solid between Chicago and New York. Dining Cars on Trains 3 and 6.
GEO. B. REEVE.
Traffic lUanager.

W. E. DAVIS,
Gen. Pas~Seoger and Ticket Agt.

School Supplies.
CITY TEACHERS, OR COUNTRY TEACHERS WHO MAY NEED APPARATUS
OF ANY KIND, SUCH AS

~Maps,

Globes, Gharts, l{indergarten

8upplies,K~

or anything else in the line of school supplies or

Information Concerning Anything Connected with the same,
will save money and time by addressing

Tbe GhiCBJO Book and School Suppl) co.-,
814 CLARK STREE'".I',

OHIO AGO, ILL.
YOUR I E'ITERS WILL RECEIVE DL\1EDIATE ATTE. TIO ....
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H.

KELLOGG,

''Awas the mind
in a sound body,"
trite maxim of the anSOUND

cient Greeks, which they wrote over the
doors of their temples and exemplified
in their habits of daily life. Aristotle,
the tutor of Alexander the Great, knew
well that the luxuries of the court were
not conducive to the development of a
sound body, and hence withdrew his
pupil to a place of retirement where he
could be trained in simple habits, that
both body and mind might attain a
symmetrical and vigorous development.
Physical culture was considered by the
ancient Greeks, and by the earlier Romans as well, one of the most important
of all the elements of.an education, and
a duty which a man owed to the tate as
well as to himself. .1. ot infrequently,
men were chosen to fill the highe t po itions of authority and influence, when
the chief qualification which they possessed was unusual physical proportions
and bodily strength. A Roman emperor, while on one of his expeditions, eli CO\ ered a gigantic barbarian, whom he
made one of hi. general and who afterward became him elf ruler of the empire.
• It was natural that the ancient hould
e ·teem phy ical trength o highly, as
in warfare the failure or ucce. s of an
army depended upon the ability and
enduranc~ of i~s , olqi~r in per ·on a!

M.D.

combat. The invention of the fire -arms
and artillery of modern times has entirely changed the mode of warfare, so that
at the present time the size of a commander's guns and the length of his
purse is of even greater consequen e
than the number of his soldiers.
So, also, the application of machinery to agriculture,and to almost all arts,
has greatly diminished the necessity for
physical exerci e in nearly every branch
of human industry, and to su h a de gree that there is comparatively little
demand for mere brute force and physical development has come to be considered a matter of little onscquen e.
The decline of physical culture has undoubtedly had much to do with th e lo. ·
of that symmetry of fo rm whi h obtained its perfection among the ancient
Greeks, as shown in the Apollo, the
Venus of Milo, and other spe imen s of
ancient reek art.
The modern sculptor who wi ·hes to
produce even an approximation to th o
standard of excellence prese nte<l in the
ancient model , finds himself quite un able to secure a living model suitable
for his purpose, but must make a com po ite fi rure by c01nbining the parts of
a large number of different subje ts1
opying a Je cT of one, at arm of another,
a neck of another, etc.
T~is qe~e~ _r~tive pro e: · i · rapid] ·
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developing a race of deformed and decrepit human beings, who are so different from their ancestors of two or three
thousand years ago that they might almost pass for a different species. Each
generation seems a little weaker, physically, than the one that preceded it; and
the pnny, pale-faced boys of to-day,
with lank, feeble bodies, active but unbalanced brains, irritable nerves, and
precocious propensities, make a poor
outlook for the generation to come.
Frazer, the champion long jumper of
the world, is able to jump twenty-three
feet. \Vashington jumped twenty-four
feet. The champion base ball thrower
sends a ball a distance of four hundred
feet. Washington threw a silver dollar
six hundred feet. ·when Chief Justice
Coleridge asked an American senator
how he did it, the senator replied, "A
dollar went further in those days than
now." It may be considered that strong
muscles are less essential to success in
these modern days than in the times of
ancient G reecc and Rome, or even than
a century ago; nevertheless, it is still as
true as ever that the man of physical
strength and soundness is the one who,
other conditions being equal, wins the
prize in almost every department of human life. Notwithstanding the many
apparent exceptions to this rule, such
well-known examples as those of the
English premier, Glad ·tone, 1. Thier ,
Yictor Hugo, \Yilliam Cullen Bryant,
an(l others equally notable whom we
might name, are sufficient to e tablish
the principle.
Physical de,·elopment is only to be
obtained as the re ult of exercise.
Throughout the whole animal world,
exerci e seem to be essential to growth
and development.
It i a universal

rule in nature that an organ which is
not used, gradually wastes away until it
becomes useless, and sometimes disappears altogether : while an organ that is
used, develops in proportion to the
amount of work required of it. Even
the storm-beaten oak gains firmness and
strength and increased vigor by the
shakings it receives from the tempests
and tornadoes which howl through its
branches. Each time its massive trunk
is swayed, its rootlets strike deeper
down into the earth, thus not only securing a firmer hold, but providing an
increased number of mouthlets through
which nutrition may be received from
the soil.
The blacksmith with his right arm
swings a heavy hammer, while with his
left he holds with a pair of tongs the
heated iron, which he beats upon the
anvil. In the course of a clay, many
thousands of vigorous blows are struck.
This enormous amount of work performed by the right arm causes its muscles to grow much larger than those of
the left, which are little if at all larger
than those of men engaged in ordinary
occupations.
Notice, on the other hand, the effect •
of inaction upon the arm of the Hindoo
devotee, which he supports in a horizontal position, and consecrates to his
deity, keeping it absolutely motionless
for year . In consequence of this inaction, it gradually shri\·els up until it
becomes a mere stick, simply bone covered with skin, the muscles ha\·ing entirely wasted.
A brief consideration of orne of tl}e
benefits to be derived from such exercises a will secure a good and symmetrical muscular development will be of
intere t to tho e who are anxiou to pre~

MIND AND MUSCLE.
par e themselves for the greatest usefulness.
I. A good set of muscles is one of
the most excellent qualificati ons a young
man can possess. There is no position
in life for which they unfit him, and
there is none which they will not enable
him to fill to better advantage than he
otherwise could do . There are a thousand and one emergencies in life in which
strong, vigorous and well-trained muscles are of enormous service and in which
they may be of incalculable valu e.
The famous Doctor 'Vinship, by persistent, systematic exercise, succeeded
in developing his muscl es to such a degree that he became able to lift l>y the
aiel of shoulder straps, fully three thousand pounds- a loa'l which the trongest cart horse could hardly stan<l up under. In his youth, Dr. " 7 inship was so

ig.

I,

3

inferior in phy ical development that,
when a studen t at school, he was obliged to bear patiently most provoking insults from his school-males because unable to make a good physical defence.
He himself said that it was thi ~> fact
which gaYe him the impulse to undertake the course of physi cal cu 1turc which
re su lted in his cxtraorcl inary development.
Exercise not only develops physical
strength, but gives dexterity of hand,
suppleness of limb, and grace of movement. The man who walks with a shufning, swaying, awkward gait, does so,
not on account of any original dde( L
in his physical mah::-up, h\ll througl1
the weakness of certain muscles, whkh
by disuse, ha\ e l>ccmnc unable lo do
their part in the act of walking, and .so
render him unal>le to perform it in an
easy and graceful mannl!r.
The
trained gymnast cxl1ibits a li~ht 
ness and clastici ty of movement
impossible to an individual \yho
has not had the l>endit of phys ical training.
A comparison of 1•igs. 1 an< l 2
will give a correct idea of the difference lH.:t\\ cen a well developed
and a poor!) tle\'elope<l man. In
one case, the muscles are large,
firm and capab1e of effl ien l wo1:k,
the che.-t is well developed and
prulllinent. In the c t.her case, the
chc ·tis flat, the muscle soft ancl
nal>hy and there ·s evident \\ant
uf viuor ancl \' itality.
2. Lack of attention t11 phy:-;icaltrainiug results in variou · bc:dily weakne :-es and cldormiti s:
uch as round . houlder~ . flat and
narrow chesb: ·traicrht hack .
projecting chin., and a w~.:ak or
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awkward expression of the figure. Contrast the outlines shown in Figs. 3 and
4· I have for many years given much
attention to the subject of physical culture and the study of the human figure
in health and disease. I have made extensive studies among the people of various nat.ionalitie;;, particularly among the

Fig. z.
Chinese, Italian, German, French and
English peasantry, and the various tribes
of North American Indians.
I have
found that among people with whom
physical development has been encmn·aged by active exercise practiced from
earliest childhood, and whose muscles
have been.free to act untrammeled by
any unnatural restrictions of the clothing, good figures are very prevalent,
while weak, awkward figures are very
seldom found. Fig. 3 is an exact representation of the side outline of a German peasant woman between twentyfive and thirty years of age who had
been accustomed for many years to carfY heavy weights upon her he~d often

walking a distance of two or three miles,
and carrying upon her head, the entire distance, without resting, a weight
of ninety pounds. The result of such
vigorous exercise was the development
of a fine physique, and a natural poise.
Fig. 4 correctly represents the outline
of a civilized woman who by corset wearing and tight lacing and the neglect of
physical training had distorted the natural curves of the body, producing a
weak and awkward expression of the figure. Such a bodily outline is inconsistent with good health, and there is always
connected with it serious displacement
of the stomach, bowels, and. other important internal organs.
For a teacher, a good physical bearing, a dignified and healthful poise of
body, is a matter of no small consequence. The expression of the figure
is fully as emphatic and impressive as
the expression of the face. A teacher
whose figure expresses weakness and uncertainty cannot exercise that control
over his pupils which can be exercised
by a teacher whose bearing is strong,
noble. and dignified. The difference in
the expression of Figs. 3 and 4 is almost
wholly due to the difference in bodily
poise.
Young women in particular,
who are preparing themselves f~tr the
profession of teaching, should give this
matter serious attention.
Correct poise is a matter of habit
rather than inheritance.
Not many
months ago, a lady called at my office
with her daughter. The young woman,
a tall, slender girl of twenty, had a rather pretty face, but a most awkward figure. The poise of the body was almost
exactly that shown in Fig. 4· The mother wished to consult me respecting tl?.e
treatment
which must
be.. r.administered.
.. • •
...
.
. . . "'
_,
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I remarked upon the importance of
maintaining a correct poise of the body.
The mother said, "Doctor, I am sorry
for my poor daughter, but she cannot
help it. If you will notice, her form is
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exactly like mine, she has inherited it."
Begging pardon, I replied, "Madam,
you mistake. Your daughter has a
poor figure simply because she has
never learned to stand or sit correctly.
I will convince you of this in one moment." Asking the young woman to
stand upon her feet, I directed her how
to use her muscles in such a way as to
hold the body in a correct poise.
In
less than two minutes, she was standing
with the poise shown in Fig. 3, erect,
dignified, and with such a magnificent
expression of face and figure that her
mother exclaimed with deligllt, "I never knew my daughter was so fine a look ing woman."
For the benefit of those who are especially interested in the development
of a good figure, I have prepared for
my journal, Good Health, for r89r, a
se ries of articles giving definite instruction respecting the exercises which must
be taken for the development of those
muscles necessary to be used in holcling
the body in a correct poise.
Any one
interested in this matter should address
Good Health Pub. Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., for a copy of lhe journal which
is furnished at $1. oo per year.
3· Exercise influences fa\ orahly every organ of the body. The lungs by
their increased activity introduce into
the blood and veins of the whole sys,.
tern a larger quantity of oxygen, the
great purifier which vivifies the blood,
vitalizes the tissues, and cleanses every
nook an 1 corner of the vital domain.
Every actiYity is quickened. The whole
system is infused with a higher grade of
vitality. The bodily machinery runs at
a higher speed and with greater effectiveness for work. Tbe brain freer from
:h~ products of w~ste, and supplied wit~
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more highly vitalized blood is able to ened by a larger and richer blood supdo better thinking. The liver having a ply, secretes a better quality of gastric
juice, and more of it, and hence is able
to digest a larger quantity of food and
to more perfectly elaborate it, and prepare it for entrance into the blood. The
demand for a larger quantity of food
creates a better appetite and a keener
relish for food.
Thus every part of the body seems
to take on new life and activity, and to
a person who has previously been in a
state of inaction, with his system torpid
and clogged by the products of wastes
which have not been properly eliminated, the change is almost equivalent to
a new birth. After having once tasted
of the delights of living on a higher
plane, with all his sensibilities quickened, and his ability for enjoyment and
appreciation of the pleasures and blessings of life so greatly increased, one
can hardly be induced at any price to
return to the old sluggish and innate existence.
4· Lastly, the reader's attention is
invited to the influence of exerci e upon
the brain and nerY·e. which receive perhaps the lar est hare of benefit from
symmetrical phy ical training. '\"hen a
mu cle contract , it i in obedience to
the impul e originated in the brain ent
to the muscle along a nerYe trunk.
Hence mu ·cular exerci ·e al o implies
exerci ·e of the brain and nerves. Hence
mu cular exerci e, in ·tead of detracting
from mental de,·elopmcnt, a· mi crht be
suppo ·ed actually encoura• C's the deYelopment of the brain and in rea e ·
its capacity for action. Thi · i · undoubtedly the reason why mu cular exerci ·e
larger amount of OX) gen and a better has o marked an effect in teadying the
blood supply can do more bile-making. nerYe , gi\·ing ro one ..elf-command,
The stomach, ha\'ing its actiYitie quick- mental equipoise and readiness. T oth7
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ing so well prepares one for readiness
of action as thorough training of the
muscles.
The derivative of muscular exercise
renders it one of the most efficient means
of counteracting the effect of laborious
mental occupations, and such employments as are likely to cause an excessive flow of blood to the brain. 'Vhen
the muscles are active, they are capable
of containing a much larger proportion
of blood than when idle, and thus drain
it away from the brain and nerve centers, which, through excessive and pro·
longed activity, may have become congested and surcharged with blood. On
this account, regular, systematic exer·
cise is of the greatest value to students
and profe sional men. Thousands of
men break down before completing their
education, or just after graduation j and
thousand of clergymen lav.·yers, professors and other brain-worker make
disastrous failure· in con:equence of
the om;el of some nervous disorder,
which might haYe been entirely pre enl-
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ed if the brain had been cooled and
rested by regular systematic exercise.
Another of the valuable benefits to be
derived from muscular exercise is to be
found in its effects upon those portions
of the nervous system which control the
purely animal functions. An individu,
al whose brain is irritated and excited
by too much blood, the result of excess~
ive brain work or worry is astly more
likely to become a prey to the torments
of propensities or passion lamoring for
gratification, than he who by active rnus
cular exer ise, relieves the brain of
blood, thereby producing that gentle fatigue which is so condu ive to re:t and
calmness of mind and body ancl sound
ness of sleep.
I shall perhaps have opportunity in
another paper to give some definite sugge ·ti.ons respecting the best forms of exercises for students and tea hers and
some uggestions respecting the be~t
methods for obtaining the greatest de ~
grec of benefit in tbc shortest time.

PSYCHOLOGY AND TEACHING.
PROF.

H. N.

fashionable word
Pin educationalis thecircles.
An institute
SYCHOLOGY

without a course of lectures upon the
·ubject, would be only a feast without
wine. Now, there is no nobler science
than Psychology, nothing more worthy
of study than its subject-matter; but it
is doubtful whether very much real good
comes from what is done, or can be
done, with the science in institutes or
so-called training-schools.
Probably a majority of those who obtain their knowledge of the science
from institute-lecturers, or reading-circle
text books, or manuals on pedagogy,get
little more than an impression, that
somehow or other, if they could only
:find out how, the science should furnish
them with a set of recipes for their
work, in much the same way that a cookbook tells the cook how to make soups
and gravies. Many a young teacher,
and old one, too, for that matter, goes
into the school-room with his scratchbook outlines and definitions, and imagines that his teaching must be good,
because it i psychological· and never
learns that hi work is bad, becau ·e the
fruitage i so long ripening, and because
he would not know aood fruit from bad,
did he see it.
adder still i it, that
many a young teacher, of good judgment
and thorough goodnes of purpose, after
hearing a course of such lecture , carries away nothing but a vague feeling
that there i omething which he ought
to have, but does not have ; and . he does
bad work at the examinatioi). and in tl}e
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class-room, simply because she is honest and stands in awe of a pedagogic
examiner or superintendent, who has
neither her ability nor honesty.
Education is an art, not a science,
and the teacher is an artisan. His materials are the bodies and souls of his
children, and the products of his workmanship must be the best men and women which the materials and circumstances will permit. Undoubtedly the teacher must know his materials and know
them thoroughly.
But there are two
kinds of knowledges, the one made up
of outlines and definitions, precise, pedantic, and of avail chiefly for purposes
of examination; and the other, an artistic knowledge, in no wise inconsistent
with the first, but rather supplementing
it, above it, the knowledge which every
great artist and inventor has used in
making those discoveries that keep society and civilization living and progressive. The first is expres eel in rules
and formulas, and is of value, mainly,
in preserving what has once been learned. It enables the workman to duplicate his work rapidly; it teaches no new
truth. A machine can be made by rule ·
a work of art cannot, much le can a
living, rational beina the very law of
whose being is that it shall vary from
any other, or not reach the end of its
own being.
ny one acquainted with the hi tory
of the ciences know· how difficult i
their cla ification. and how the ma ters
jl'}. the olde t and mo t perfect are 119t
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agreed as to the import of the terms
used in them. It must be evident, how
much more difficult is the attainment of
a clear and distinct conspectus of one of
the most complex of the sciences, especially when psychological truths must be
blended with sociological truths,as they
must be, if they are to be of any service
to the teacher. And it is just this thing,
this clear and distinct comprehension of
his subject, that distinguishes the artist's
knowledge from the mere pedant's. As
Prof. Joyce says, he knows his subject
so thoroughly that he can afford to forget his outlines and analyses.
There are three elements that go to
make up the good teacher: good natural
ability, a good knowledge of the subject
to be taught, and a real love for the children. The first and the last are of vastly the most importance. The first need
be only an average, so much of good
judgment and good feeling as will make
the teacher a good member of the average social community. The last is indispensable,-it must be real, the love
that Jesus had, not the love of Barnum
or Crassus. Of course, experience will
widen and deepen all these, and nothing
but experience will do it. The limitless
fields of knowledge will open to any one
who has the ability to enter them, and
wishes to enter them, and loves his chilchen deeply enough to wish to have them
enter with him. No training-school can
do anything to help the teacher in these
matters. The world's great teachers
have never been through a training·chool other than this one; and any
young teacher thus equipped will do
good work and ha\·e a good method.
He may not have an examination-know!edge of Psychology; but he will have
the only knowledge that he can use, l>e-
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cause obtained in the real experiences
of life and the class-room in which he
received his own academic training, the
only real class-room for learning methods of any kind.
It is not denied that some theoretical
knowledge of Psychology will be helpful to the teacher. Indeed, so far as it
can be helpful at all, the wider, and
deeper the knowledge, the better will be
its results.
A lawyer or physician would undoubtedly be a better professional man, if he
had a good knowledge of geometry and
philology. What is objected to, is the
tendency of this craze for psychological
teaching to make us a body of pedagogues rather than teachers, and to substitute a formalism moribund from its
birth, for a system plastic as life is plastic. It is hard to see what help the
young teacher can get from the ill-digested stuff he finds in the manuals, and
still harder to believe there is much
more than learned trifling in this talk
that we hear of observation, and experi ment, and inductive methQds, carri d
on with the purpose of finding some
formula by which a child may be taught
arithmetic or geography.
"Quid dignum tanto feret hie promissor hiatu ?"
ne fin ls it difficult to
believe that the c untry suffered any
loss, becau e the mother and step-moth er of braham Lincoln were ignorant
of psychological methods. \Vhat, then,
shall the young teacher do in the matter? Give no attention to the subject?
By no mean if he has the opportunity,
and doe not need to spend his leisure
upon omething of more onsequen e.
But let him keep the s ien e in it own
proper place, and not try to get from it
what it annot p >ssibly give him. Es·
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pecially, let him use care in applying
any conclusions drawn from the discussions of the manuals, unless their soundness i established by his own previous
experience. Let him not be disheartened by any dicta of the walking-delegate; the future will probably show that
the delegate was only " himaera bombinan in vacuo . "
The advantages to be obtained from
the study are chiefly indirect, at least,
indirect for the young teacher.
As
means for mental development, no other
science can furnish topics that excel its
own. But a difficulty arises at this point.
Psychology ha , fortunately, been largely separated from metaphysic , yet the
separation is not complete, and probably will never be so. Alma t every writer who e book are available for the
plain teacher Hamilton, pencer, ::\Icosh, Porter, even Dr. Harris, our
ommissioner of hducation, ha some
metaphy ical con eption , or <>ome atti tude toward metaph) si al onccptions
whi h color all his views of p ycholog)
and make a go d knowledge of the history of philo:ophy indi-;pen:able to a
clear under tanding of the writer. \\ ith
some of the se ontl- las. writer , this
coloring of their' iews be ome JH>'iiti\·ely vi iou. : with other.. the effort to
avoid it rrives merely colorle-;s thought
form without life. But in . pite of the. e
difficultie ·, no one can follow the
thought of u h a mind as Hamilton' ..
r Herbert , pcncer":, without having all
his mental habitude: ~· trengthcnccl and

uplifted by simple contact with a mind
so vast, and fair, and manly as the writer's.
In this uplifting of himself, the
teacher's work with his pupils will share,
and the advantage will be infinitely
higher than they would be, were he to
go on cudgeling his poor brains for some
catechismal justification of his practice.
The teacher need have no fear, that any
vital acquaintance with such a master
as Hamilton or Spencer will make any
vital acquaintance with his children impossible. Let him remember that Michael Faraday, one of the greatest of
teachers ancl noblest of men, taught
science to the urchin of London, and
used to say, that he never found a child
too young to under tancl lu>n.
nd let the young teacher, who honestly trie to do what i in licated before
and nothing beyond it ' take no thought
for the morrow " harra ing him elf le t
something ha been left undone or done
wrongly.
uch a po sibility attache · to
all human work, the hi(rhest and the be t.
The truth and the consolation have been
beautifully expres eel by the wi ·e and
crenial old Autocrat:
"~Iy duty lie before me ~ Lo.
'I he leYer there ~ Take hold and blow !
. nd He who. e hand : · on the key·
\\'ill play the tune a He shall plc~ · e.''

. . hould the .~ e arti lcs be ontinued in
future number: of Tnr , n : nE."l': an attempt will be made to help the youngteacher not only in the manner pointed
out. but al o. po ·. ibly. in hi . work in
the examination-room.
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N TEACHING READING to beginners,
such a method should be chosen as
will be speedy, simple and accurate.
No one method thus far presented
seems satisfactory in all respects.
A
combination of several methods has been
fou nd to be productive of the best resuits.
The plan here given is the result of
years of experience in teaching and has
been successfully used by hundreds of
teachers in various parts of the United
States. It must not be understood as
entire, or complete; but merely suggestive, the ·wide-awake teacher being expected to take it and develop it in the
way best suited to the wants of his, or
her particular cla s or school.
I.
HJECT.
II. 'VORD.
III. PHo rc PELLI~G.

IV.
\.

E ·TE);'CE.
RTHOGRAPHIC 'PELLI. G.

This i · the order in which the subject
i · pre ·ente<l to the youn(T learner. .1: Iuch
depend: upon a wi ·e election of the
word to be taught. 'I here are five things
to guide in its. election.
I. It slwu/t!, if possible be the 11amc
of somct)u'ug that has life; becau e childrcn arc more ea ily inc~uced to notice
animate than inanimate thin"...
2. It slwuld be t/u name of some a11imal in whic/1 they arc interested.
3· It slwuld be the name of some animal 'lcJitJz 'lt.lltich 1/uy are fami'liar.
4· It should be a 11ame llzal is easily
tVritten.
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5· It should be a 1uord in 1'/liclt no
f1vo of tiLe letters are similar, citlzcr i1l
appearance or SOIIIIti.
For these reasons the word cat is
probably the best suitccl for the purpose.
If it is at all possible, have a cat in the
school room.
This should be a fullgrown at, and one that is a customed
to being handled, so that it may not become unmanageable and throw the
school into onfusion.
The teacher ·houlcl have in view the
a complishment of some definite thin
in each les on.
In this first one, the
intention is to call the hildrcn's attention to the name of the animal, and t
have them ob. erve the word with . ufficient arc to enable them t write it.
Everything depends upon th teacher's
succe' · in presenting this first les. n.
It will be lH.:tter for the tea her to sit
down anti have the hildrcn group th mselves about her as in this way, she can
more ea ·ily draw their attention ancl intere. t them in what ht: has to tea h.
Holdincr the at in her lap ancl strokinH it YCntly, he might begin the ork
in thi: manner: --What i:s this I have in
my lap?"
ome of th .. little rirls ~·ill
an ·wer. ''It i. a kitty" while the m rc
sturdy boy will an wer "It is a at."
The tea her will re J nd, "Ves it i
at.'' Then 11inh fullo · a five n inute •
talk upon at . their habi , nature
,
the tea her ayin T little an I the hildren
mu h. thi l ein d >ne to et them at
ea c and timulate them to de ir t
kn w what the tea her l1a t tell the .
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·when they have become sufficiently interested, they may be shown, in the reader, or on the chart, or elsewhere, a picture of a cat. They should be asked if
they think it is the picture of this cat,
and such other questions as will arouse
greater interest in the subject.
Then the teacher should go to the
blackboard and write, not print, the
word cat, with the letters large, round
and distinct, but not joined ; thus, t/ a/.
The children should be asked if any
of them know what that word is.
If
none do, they may be told it is cat also.
" I ow we have three cats.
Are they
all alike?"
They will answer "No."
They should be asked to tell the difference. Some of them will say, "This is
the real cat, that is the picture of a cat,
and that on the board is the cat' s name."
This being what the teacher de ires
them to say, the cat having fulfilled its
mission educationally, is put out of doors.
The children are called upon to observe
ho'v the name is written, the teacher
again writing it ·lowly upon the board.
It is now necessary to have them try to
write the word upon their slates. If
there is time, this may be done while
they are still there with the teacher· if
not they may be ·ent to their seats and
told to try to write the word as many
times a they can on one ide of their
·late. , and to draw a picture of a cat
upon the other.
Thi will probably
keep them employetl twenty or twentyfive minute·.
t the expiration of that
time, it would be well for the teacher to
go to them and examine the work done.
Thi · i.· a critical point in the work.
The hildren, unn ed to tndy or anything of thi. nature, have become nervou
and perhaps a little di ·couraged and
are an ·ious to have the teacher's ap-

proval. The teacher should, therefore,
have herself under perfect control, and
not show any signs of disapproval or of
disappointment, if the work is not as
well done as she had hoped it would be.
Some of the little ones may have been
previously taught how to write and may
be able to imitate, with considerable ac cur acy the word upon the board; others
may think they have made a good representation of it, though they have not;
while others know that theirs is not right
and feel that they cannot make it, an d
so are ready to give up everything.
The teacher should be honest and
truthful in all things and at all times.
But at this juncture, a word of praise,
if it can be truly given, will work won ders.
The teacher ought to enter heartily
into sympathy 'vith them, and say 'vhatever good of their work she can. To those
who have done the best she may simply
say, "Thi is well done." To the ones
who have done the poore t, "You tried
hard, didn't you? You will succeed by
and by." Thi la t hould be said, not
pityinaly, but hopefully. The picture
each ha tried to make hould al o be
examined and the effort praised, even
though the picture itself may bear little
resemblance to a cat.
The pupils hould be aaain required
to write the word a often a possible on
one ide of the .late, and to make another picture on the other ide. This
will keep them bu y for perhaps twentyfive minute lonaer.
At the expiration of thi time they
houlcl be called upon in cla form and
stand in line, but not toe a mark. Their
work hould be carefully in.:pected but
it will not be nece ary for the teacher
to make any comments thi · time.
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The inexperienced teacher rna y be a
little disappointed in this second trial.
It may not show any improvement over
that done the first time, and it may be
even worse than the first. Unaccustomed to protracted effort, the children, being especially desirous of pleasing the
teacher, have tried too hard, and being
excited and nervous as well as tired, have
not done so well.
\Vhen the children are called up to
recite, there should be upon the board
a number of words written in the same
manner as the word cat was· written.
These should be words that are to be
learned in the course of the next few
days. There should be in this li ·t no
t" o words similar in appearance or
sound, and no words containing silent
lettt;rs, like g or lin egg or ball. The
words ought to be repeated everal times,
ancl the word (llt be used most frequently, thus:-

-c a I

-t

~u-tta
-112
-t

y

-t

a

#Z

1

-t

cal

-t · ;

a

'~

'I cal

~

u

a

'I
-t d

-cal

/11-?.J'

et . ct .
I:ach hilcl should be a ·keel to find the
word cal on the board. \\ hen he ha
done so. it may be cro ~e d off.
l nl :s the cla.- b too lar•Te, it is well
to have tht.: word written a. many times
as there arc pupil
> that each may
ha\"e a ·cal that he ·all hi .
Then. in order to ·ary the work, ( f r
it i ·of cour c n ·e ·:,ary f r them t write
the "ord again.) they ·houll write it in
olumn on their late·· thu ~!-

IJ

cal
-cal
cal
They will think they are doing something new while in reality it is but a rcpeti tion of the old.
By the time this is done, it is probable that the majority of the children will
have learned how to write the worcl reasonably well. They must now learn to
read it in print and to distinguish it from
other words. Upon the boanl may be
printed the word cat.
The children shoul(l be asked if thcy
know what it is.
r o doubt
some of
them will know. If nol, the teacher
should write the word immecliatcly below
the printed word. The pupil will recognize this and may be told that the
other is also the word cat. The first is
the printer! word, such as they find in
books; the other is the wriltm word.
The chart may now 1 e brotl'rht forward and the pupil rcqnirecl to find the
word there a. well as in their reatler ·.
Little one. arc always ambitiou to do
what they set.: their older brother and
sister · do. It will acl<l t > tht.:ir intcrc·t
to l>e permitted to try to find it IJil that
}Hl"e of the unabriclgecl dic:tionary < c ntamm' it. They hecolllc gr •atly c.· c iteel and with a little help from the tea her, su ced in 1inclinr' it there.
The Phoni · pcllin ' f the wor I may
now he tau rht. 'I his i d ne hy ha,·ing
the pupil . peak the ,., rd I wly and
eli tinctly evcral times. 'l he tcac~her
should then , k them what they , y fir ·t
\'hen they peak thew rd. 'I hey will
an wer by rivin•r the hard
und of c.
'I hen what they ay la t. '1 h y ''ill
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answer by giving the sound of t. Then
what they say first; then what next;
they will give the sound of a.
Then
the teacher may say rapidly, "\Vhat
first? \Vhat next? \Vhat last?" They
will of course give the sounds in quick
succession. She will then ask them to
pronouncetheword, and then say, "What
have you done?" They will probably
answer, "\Ve have spelled cat." After
this, each child should be required to
spell it by sound. Nothing should be
said about the names of the letters. The
teacher must be very careful about this,
as it is necessary for them to learn the
distinct articulation of the sounds ·before trying to learn the names of letters.
In order further to test their ability
to discriminate between this word and
other words similar, it may be well to
have prepared some papers containing
about a dozen of the words they will
find in the first part of their readers.
These should be written with ink and
spaced as in the former lesson; thus:-

e-al ~·1 ~y

1-tf-e ~a/ ~·a

~,

e-an e-al ~ aa ~ '/

d~·d ~~ t al

u

-ca I

#-tJ

.f-el 1-tfe

etc. etc. etc.
The words should not be arranged in
the same order on any two of the papers.
This difference in arrangement will prevent one child from imitating another's
·work. One of the-e papers hould be
lent to each pupil and a pin given him
with which he is to prick the word cat

wherever it occurs on his paper. These
papers are to be kept clean and neat and
returned to the teacher at a certain time.
After this amount of drilling, even the
slowest learner in the class will surely
be able to write the word and recognize
it wherever found in print.
A new word may now be given. The
word my would be a good one to use
next. It is easily written and spelled.
In one lesson the children could learn to
write it, spell it, and find it in print. It
should then be combined with the first
word learned.
After pointing to the words miscellaneously arranged on the board, the
teacher might then point to the two
written thus:-

and ask, "\Vhat does that say?" The
pupils will answer, "my cat;" Th e
teacher should then say emphatically,
"Whose?" The class will then answer
by placing the emphasis upon my. Then
the teacher may say, ''What is it?"
They will this time emphasize cat. If
this drill is given in a spirited manner,
the children will become enthusia ·tic,
their eyes will glow with the ideas brought
out by the varying emphasis.
A sentence has not yet been "formed,
though two eli tinct ideas have been presented by empha izing fir ·t the\\ ord lll_l'
and second the word cat.
The next
word to be given hould be a verb. The
verb nms will be. t answet the purpo e.
It is somewhat difficult to write and
spell, but a little care on the part of the
teacher will enable the children to learn
it in about two lessons.
The three
word · may then be combined to fnrm a
sentence and everal thoughts be developed by placin r the empha.is upon
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each word in succession; thus:-

-ca/

-t u--n a

(lny
The teacher would do well not to
point to each word separately as this will
cause the pupil to respond spasmodically and without thought.
either should
the teacher read the sentence for the
children; nor with them, as this will
cause tbem to imitate tones without
thinking, or else make them dependent
upon the teacher. By skillful questioning, they can be made to read the sentence properly. "\Vho e ?" "\Vhat ?"
"\Vhat does it do ?"and other like question· will bring forth accurate answers.
In the same manner, other words may
be taught. Each time a new word is
learned, as many combinations as possible should be made with words already
learned. The teacher mu ·t use her judg-
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ment as to the frequency with which a
new word may be given. It is not wise
to crowd the work too rapidly, though
it is desirable that they should learn to
read as soon as possible.
But immature minds do not retain
things as well as mature minds do; therefore, they should not be forced to do
more than is natural to them.
The length of time for each recitation
should not exceed ten minutes. The
class ought to recite at least four times
a day. The length of time required for
the preparation of each lesson need not
exceed twenty minutes. Forty minutes
spent in recitation and eighty minutes in
study, will make two hours of oncentration, which is all that oug!1t to be re quired of little learners.
It i expected that the work thus far
presented will be written on the slates
and on the bla kb ard, and read from
the chart but not from the reacler. In
another article the manner of using the
le sons in the book, and of tea hin
rthographi .' pelling will ue given.

~
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ARITHMETIC.
PROF.

H.

T is not the purpose of these articles
to give anything like an exhaustive
treatise on Arithmetic or to solve so
many problems, but rather to present
some of the underlying principles, and
the reasons for the same. The true
teacher recognizes the fact that principles,notproblems are remembered,principles not particular problems used. If
these articles shall enable any of the
readers of THE STUDENT, to have a
clearer understanding of the subject,
and thus make them better teachers, the
writer will feel amply repaid.
In order to make any subject the most
valuable to learners, the teacher must
comprehend it in its entirety, that is he
must know more than comes within the
limit of a definition of it.
To teach grammar well, a knowledge
not only of the rules of the laws of language must be had, but a knowledge of
Rhetoric, Literature, History and kindred subjects in which his knowledge of
grammar will be applied. This will enable him to have an objective point to
which he may hope to bring the mind of
the pupil. In teaching any subject, the
teacher should have in mind some definite purpose for which the knowledge
acquired may be useful; better a poor
purpose than no purpose at all. This of
course will depend entirely on the conception had of the subject under discussion.
The purpose or end in arithmetic is
to aid the pupil in the prosecution of his
study in the higher mathematics, but

I
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beyond and pre-eminently above this,i t
should be to enable him to make rapid ly and with great accuracy all of the
computations necessary in the actual
business world, (Of course the mind
training is not considered, that is always
a result of correct training.) hence, a
m9st thorough knowledge of principles
is absolutely necessary. In order to ob tain this desired knowledge, the learner
should be led by his own investigations
to see that in arithmetic as in any other
subject, there are a few principles only.
All of the rest of the work is deduced
from these. · In percentage, for example,
when the pupil is thoroughly drilled in
the subject proper which contains the
four cases or principles, let him know
that this is all. That the subjects follow ing are not new, nor do they contain
any new principles, but are simply the
principles already learned, and that
every problem in all of the application s
of percentage may be solved without a
knowledge of a single additional princi ple. In fact from the beginning to th e
end there is one connected line of
thought. Let the teacher teach this,
and it will not be long before the pupil
will not pass from one subject to anoth er without seeing this connection so that
when the subject is completed it will not
be known as separate subjects but as a
whole.
Definitions are the re ults of the application of principles so in the main these
will be omitted in these articles.
One word with reference to defini -

ARITHMETIC.
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however. ·when they are given,
they should be logical. To make this a
li ttle clearer, take for example the defini tions of the fundamental subjects as
th ey are given in many books and note
l10 w illogical, not to speak of the impos"ibility of their being true. Here they
are: Addition is the process of finding
the sum of two or more numbers: Subtraction, the process of finding the differcnce: 1ultiplication (note the cl1ange)
1s a short method of addition, or the proc('S S of taking one number as many times
'l S there are units in another: Division
the process of finding how often one
number is contained in another. Xf adlition is the process of finding the um,
and subtraction of finding the difference,
<;U rely from the use of multiplication,
it cannot be the process of taking one
numbe r as many times a there are units
in another, nor necessarily a short methO(l of addition.
A little problem will illustrate: suppose it is desired to multiply 8 by Yz :
evi dently in this ca e the multiplicand
is not taken as many times, nor even

time, neither i thi. proces. a short
method of addition, be ause addition
makes greater.
The natural and logical definitions
deduced from the actual work would be:
ddition is the process of finding the
sum: ubtraction of finding the difference: 1ultiplication of finding the product: Division of finding the quotent.
These will an wer in all cases.
Again it is aid that a prime llltmbcr
is one that cannot be divided by 2 without a remainder.
ow ince any number can be clivi led by any other number without a remainder, any number
can be clivi led by 2 without a remainder, and therefore according to this <lcfinition there would be no prime number .
These articles will call attenti n to defi nitions and rule in only such ases as
the definitions given em wholly incorrect. \Vhile the ·e tlis ussion as they
shall appear from time to time ma) not
be complete, yet they will ontain su h
an outline of the subject, whi ·h if followed will, we believe, start the investigat r in a corre t and pra ti almanner.

EARTHQU KE.
ATLA 'TIC MONTHLY.

OuR EARTH is ubject to earthquake :
so me of these are local; others tart
with a shock, and spread as a vibration
fa r and wide. ·what are the e shocks?
In general it eems to me, we mu ·t re1Ir that the attraction· of the sun and
moon produce a . y tem of train within
the earth.
n the one hand these
'train· cau e a part or eYen the whole
f the e. ternal cru t ·on}etim~ · to lid~

a little about its viscous interior; on the
other hand, these strains o ·asionally
and systematically ombine, so that the
cru t rack· and ·cparates or rtllnplcs
an l faults a little and this opcratiort is
repeated a umulath·ely a<re after a"·.
until mountain hain: ancl ontinent ·are
formed. The ·pecific clay when u h
racks are mo t lik ·ly to o ·nr i that
\Vhen the un and moon arc iu conjun ~

'
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EARTHQUAKES.

tion and in perigee. At that time we
have the greatest tidal strains. This
condition endures for a day or two as the
moon moves past the sun. During each
tlay, at this period of conjunction, the
earth, by its rotation, presents each meridian successively to the sun and moon,
and causes all its substance to pass
• through the region of greatest strain.
Now, our globe is not strictly homogeneous as to density nor as to strength,
and when its weakest great circle comes
into the plane of greatest strain there
is a slight give, an earthquake, a fault,
a dislocation of strata, a squeezing up of
lava. Thus it goes on, age after age.
The steady process of crumpling is therefore caused by lateral pressures, that
are due not so much to cooling as to
the tidal strains in the solid but plastic
globe itself.
The dependence of the earthquakes
of the Pacif1c Ocean on the sun and
moon is suggested by statistics. The
great circle of the Andes, Rocky Iountains, and eastern Asia marks the principal plane of weakness of the earth's
crust : this divides the great depressions
of the bed of the Pacific cean from
the elevation of Europe, Asia, .A frica,
and America; or, it divides the land
from the water hemispheres.
Doubtless in early ages our cru t may
have yielded more frequently than now
to special strain produced at every con-

junction or opposition of the sun and
moon, but for a long time past the principal yieldings must have been those
which occurred when sun and moon were
in perigee; and in this way has been
brought about that remarkable configuration throughout the world of mountain
ranges and coast lines whose great circles are tangent to the Arctic and Antarctic circles. A very similar slower ti dal strajn in the body of the moon has
given her surface a bulge and a series
of ridges that are admirably prominent
to the eye of the astronomer.
The pressure clue to lnni-solar tidal
strain is a more potent factor ancl a
more systematic agent in producing sliding and crumpling than that clue to contraction by cooling. But the motions
of the strata are liable to be spasmocli c,
and the earthquake shocks become earth quake vibrations that run over a large
portion of the earth's surface: the study
of these vibrations may properly be ex pected to enable us to trace each to it ·
origin, and thu: show to us the depth to
which the tidal strain is effective. Below this depth it is evident that a species
of rock welding roes on ; the rocks, un der great pressure and moderate heat,
weld into one continuous plastic mass.
This ·trata of welded rock is the extreme limit of the earth's crust.
Clt''i'dand .Abbt.

SIGM.!l PI M.!lTHEMATIC.!lL ASSOCIATION.
PI MATHE:\1ATICAL A sowas organized, Oct. 5, r89o.
The following extract from the preamble to its constitution, gives a good idea
of its aims:
"For the purpose of mutual improvement and assistance in the study of
Mathematics and ~1athematical History,
antl for the further purpose of encouraging a more thorough and general study
of •this Science, and aiding in the dissemination of Mathematical knowledge,
we do hereby organize ourselves into an
\ssociation."
:l\T athematics affor ls one of the best
mental <.lrills in the school curriculum,
ancl a stuc.lent, by mastering its principles, a quires a habit of inquiry, which,
if properly guided, will enable him to
obtain ~ practi al education, which, in
turn, will ai<l him in di -charging his duties as a. ci tizcn.
i r John Her ·chel, speaking of .'\stronomy, said, "Admission to its sanctuary, and to the privileges and feelings
uf a votary, is only to be gained by one
mean:;, - sozmd and sufficient knowletfg·e
of .L1Iatlu·matics, tlze great instrument of
all cxad hzqui1J', witlwut wludt no man
can ntr makesuclz advancement in !Ius or
till)' ot!LCr of lite !tiglter departments of
science as can entitle !tim to form an intlcpmdmt tJjinion on any subject of disCitssion witlzin their range."
• ow there are a great many students
who, realizinrr the value of mathematic ,
are clesirou · of continuing pri ately
their studies after leaving school j oth-
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ers, anxiou to become proficient and
who must depend wholly on their private
reading. It is to unite these with those
pursuing the subject under the lirection
of teachers here, for the purpo ·e of
mutual assistance and sympathy that the
Association has been formed.
\Ve have alreauy enrolled amon~ our
number all the students now here who
expe t to study mathemati s to any
con iderablc extent, anclguite a number,
not here, have signified their desire to
JOm us. This department of THE STUDENT will enable us to
ommunicate
readily with ea h other and furnish the
means whereby those not here an be
active work rs and receive all th ' bene fits of the Asso iation.
\Ve cordially invite all, who are in ten! ·ted in the project, to investigate the
matter, and will be glad to furnish any
information desired.
All letters of inquiry, as well as all
communications intendecl for this de partment, should be addressed to C. ~\1.
Jansky, 'are of THE S'I'UJ>E.·T, Valparaiso, Indiana.

*

*

*

PR GRA . LTE'.
The following arc the programmes of
the igma Pi Mathemati al As o iation
for the next eight 111eeting ·.
'I h fir t
of these prorrramme. will be given at the
ninth regular meeting whi h will Lc
Jan. 31. The programme of the A o iation, in the future will be published
as soon as arranged.
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EIGHTH MEETING.
ture,
Mrs. C. \V. Boucher
Talk on Algebra,
M. E. Bogarte General Problem. Query Box.
Victoria and Britannia Bridges,
THIRTEENTH .:\IEETlNC.
G. M. Voris
M. E. Bogarte
Smyth's Theory of the Great Pyramid, Talk on Algebra,
Construction
of
the
Steam
Engine,
T. I. Packard
F.
0.
Stokoe
and
L.
D.
Summers
General Problem.
Query Box.
Egyptian Sphynx,
Carolleane Tyrrell
NINTH 1\IEETING.
General Problem. Query Box.
Talk on Algebra,
M. E. Bogarte
FOURTEENTH :\1EETI:\TG.
Tay Bridge,
Frank Krull
M. E. Bogartc
Proctor's Theory of the Great Pyramid, Talk on Algebra,
E. O'Riordan History of the Calendar, H. S. \Yard
Construction of Coloseum, A. C. Koenig
General Problem.
Query Box.
General Problem, Query Box.
TENTH MEETING.

Talk on Algebra,

M. E. Bogarte

FIFTEENTH MEETJNG.

Niagara Bridges,
J. L. Towsey Talk on Algebra,
M. E. Bogartc
Other Theories of the Great Pyramid, The Telescope,
J. C. ~lcGhec
E. P. Harmon Sir \Villiam Herschel,
\V. \V. \YorthGeneral Problem. Query Box.
ington
ELEVENTH l\1EETING
The best method of extracting cube
Talk on Algebra,
M. E. Bogarte root,
J. D. French
East River Bridge, C. \V. Branstrator General Problem. Query Box.
Squaring the circle,
Anna Molloy
General Problem. Query Box.

SIXTEENTH .:\IEETING.

Talk on Algebra,
:\T. E. Bogarte
Ancient Architecture,
John \\·right,
Talk on Algebra,
M. E. Bogarte
:\Iiss E. \V. Brown
Suez Canal,
Iinnie Chambers Caroline Herschel,
Joscph Conroy
Influence of Mathematics in mental cul- General Problem. Query Box.
TWELFTH

1\IEETING.

HELPFUL NOTES.
Under the above caption we shall give each month some practical notes on mathematical suujects
prepared expressly for THE 'Tl'DENT by successful teachers of long experience.

SOLUTIO... OF QUADRATIC
EQL:.\TIO
The earliest alrrcbraists of whom we
ha\ c any account appear to have known
how to -olve the quadratic equation.
The elder Heron an Egyptian of
le.·andria. who probably lived about
l2

5 u. c. seem to have ~olYed quadratic

but lacked a proper symbolism. Euclid
. olvecl them but confined himself wholly
to geometric method · and con eli tions.
Diophantus) a Greek of the fir.~ t half of
the r 4th century, made some usc of
algebraic ymbols and undoubtedly knew
how to ·olYe such equation .~ . and promised to explain the method of doing o.

S I GJJ1A PI MATHEJJ1A T ICAL ASSOCIATION
b ut if the promised explanation was ever
given it has been lost as it does not appear among his works. He uses several
de terminate equations of the second degree but contents himself with simply
stating the values of the unknown quantities without hinting at the method by
which he obtained them. He never gives
more than one of the roots even when
both are positive and never uses a negative root.
The Hindoo writer, Arya- Bhatta, about
530 A. D., gave a general solution as did
also Brahmagupta who wrote a little later
but who also gave only the positive sign
to the radical. The early Arabian writers next follow, probably drawing their
materials from both Indian and Greek
~-;Otuces.
From them Algebra was finally introduced into western Europe.
The solution of the pure quadratic is
perfectly evident, being suggested by the
form of the equation. \Ve shall therefore inquire into the solution of the affected quadratic only.
When we square any binomial, a b,
we observe that in the power, a 2 1 2ab
-t b 2 , the second term, 2 ab, is twice the
product of the square roots of the first
and third terms. Then this law will always enable us to find the third term of
su h a complete square when the first
and second terms only are given. By
applying thi · simple principle we shall
have no trouble in reasoning through
the various step of the solution and
thus avoiding the usual empirical method of completing the quare.
Let us take the equation
.•
'I' reatln
. r t h"1
6 .
a. we haYe been ar.cnsto med to treat im:
ple equations, hat is dearing of frac: -

-X •

I

I [

...:._~ - 2X

2I

tions, transposing and reducing, we have
x 2 +6x- 27, which is the simplest or typical form of the equation.
Now we
wish to find the values !if x, (\Ve say 'l'alues because it will appear that there are
two.) and in order to do this we shall
have to extract the square root of the
first member, as it involves x 2 • But the
first member being a binomial is not a
perfect square, hence we mnst make it
a trinomial and a perfe t square. 6x. is
the second term of our propost·d trino mial, hence is twice the product of the
square roots of the first and third terms;
If 6x is twice the product, )l:i of 6x, or
3x, is the product, and hence 3x divid ed by x, the square root of the fir st term,
will give 3 for the square root of the
3rd term . If 3 is the square root of the
3rd term, 3 squared, or 9, will be the 3rcl
term . Hence we must adcl 9 to the fir st
member and if we add to the fir st, we
must add the same to the sc on< I to preserve the eqnality.
This gives us >-. 2
6x r 9- 2 7 9 3 6. Extra ting the square
root of each member we gel · t 3 + O,
whence x _ _ 6 3· Using the + 6, x. 3
and - 6 gives x -= - 9· lien e the val ues of x in the given equation arc 3
and - 9·
It is often asked why place the sign
± before the second meml>er only.
\Ve may place it befo re the first tnem ber also, but the resultin g valu es of .
will be the ame as though it were placed before the 6 only. Thu s _ ( · 3 )
= ± 6 gives u the four form s t (x 3)
-= + 6, ( x 3) = G, - ( X+ 3)
6,
( x +3 ) ~ - 6.
Changin g th ign s in
the Ia ·t two form · they be orn e ( x 3 )
_ - 6 and + (.· 3 )-- 6 whi c h a rc id e 1tical wi th th e first two . lien e he fou r
may be writt en x , 3- ± 6 and it i uffi ient to put th nouble ign bdo re 0 11
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of the members only.
It is evident that by transposition and
reduction every quadratic equation may
be reduced to the form x 2 +Px=q, where
p and q may have any value and be either
positive or negative. This equation may
therefore be called the type of all quadratic equations and whatever, without
assigning value or sign to p and q, we
show to be true of it will be true of all
quadratics.
If we apply the same analysis to x 2 +
px=q that we applied to the example
just given we shall have
x2

p2

+ px +- =
4

x+E.

=

p2

q +·-, whence,
4

± 11 q+p

2
,

or

4

2

X= _ _E.± l/~ q+!:2.
2

4

Now as we have assigned no particular value to p or q this result is perfectly general, and expresses the values of x
in what has been called algebraicallanguage. It l·s a formula, and may be

INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS.
A problem is usually indeterminate
when the number of unknown quantities
exceeds the number of independent equations.
Take the problem: John and Jame:
have 7 apples; how many has each?
There is but one condition expressed,
and since it only requires the aggregate
to be 7, the number of apples that each
may have can be represented as fol lows:
John, r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
James, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, r.
The 'algebraic solution would be :
Let~ = number of apples John has.
Let y = number of apples James has.
X+Y= 7
X= 7- Y
Let Y= I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
then x= 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I.
Now take the equation
2X-J 3Y- 2o.
whence, X=ro- -~.
u

translated as follows :
The values of the unknown quantity
in any quadratic equation of the typical form are half the coefficient of its
first po,ver pltiS and minus tl1e square
root of the binomial composed of the

Since the value of x depend:; upon
that of y, and vice Ycrsa, '' e may assume
that y = r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, l ·'c.
tl1en x== 8 Yz, 7, 5 ~, 4, 2 7~ , r, - 7~, 2,
&c.

second member and the square of this
half coefficient.
Hence to solve any quadratic it is only
necessary to reduce it to the form of
the type, and then apply the rule.
However we should remember that the
rule is a short cut and depends for its
demonstration upon the analysis.

The above shows that an indefinite
number of values for x and r can be obtained if negative and fractional Yalues
be allowed; therefore only the positin;
and integral values arc taken, and the
results should read:
x = 2, , 6.
4
y = 7, 4, r.

\Ve shall, in another number, discuss
\Vhen there are three unknown quansome points on the theory of quadratic tities and two independent equations it
equations and quadratic expres ions.
is not po sible to eliminate more than
l>I. E. B.

one unknown quantity by the ordinary
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methods, and the following will illustrate
the manner of solution :
How many pigs at $Yz, sheep at $2,
and calves at $43lz per head can be
bought for $roo, the total number bought
being roo?
Let x, y and z equal no. of pigs, sheep,
and calves respectively.
then (r) X+ Y+ Z=IOO
(2) Yzx+ 2Y+ 4Yzz=roo.
(2) x 2- (3) x-t 4Y 9z=2oo
(3)-(r)=(4)
3Y 8z=roo
whence, (S)
y=~no;-sz

Our subscribers are cordially invited
to send queries and problems over which
they may be puzzled to the editor of
this department, and they will be answered in these columns so far as they
fall within the scope of the work of the
.\ssociation.
Address, Sigma Pi Mathematical Association. Care of THE ' TUIJENT, Valparaiso, Intl.
The latest method of 'squaring the
circle" is that proposed by Dr. Goodwin
who has just made us a rather lengthy
visit. The Dr. enunciates the following
astonishing theorem: "A circular area
is equal to the square on a line equal to
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Let z= 2, s, 8, r r.
then y=28, 2o, r 2, 4·
and x=7o, 75, 8o, 85.
It often occurs that a problem, which
has all the appearances of being indeterminate, will give determinate results.
The following problem is one of this
kind; A man buys 20 stoves for I8o,
paying $r9 each for one kind, $7 each
for a second, and 6 each for a third.
How many of each kind did he buy?
The answer to this are 4, 8, and 8.
J• E. ]{.

th quadrant of the circumference; and
the area of the square is equal to the
area of the circle whose ircumfcrencc
is equal to the perimeter of the square.
Geo. M. Ballard, a former student,
has secured a po ·ition as instru tor in
mathematics in the s hools of .:\1 ulbcrry
Tennessee. \ e wish him much succ ·ss.
It docs not take some persons long to
know a good thing when they sec it.
L. C. Libby, of Carthage Texas, is one
of these. He knew what good could
be obtained by joining a 1athcmatical
.\s ociation, so he has joined the . 'igma Pi.

MUSICAL MATTERS.
NOTATION.
R. A.

HERITAGE.

statements are exactly as they were called up in the class
teaching, and caught by a reporter who
attended the class. No attempt has
been made to systematize, by placing
each subject by itself, but I leave the
matter in the order in which the needs
of the class demancled it :

T

HE FoLLOWJNG

Sound is anything that is audible.
2.
Sound is diz•ided into two classes,
musical and unmusical.
3· A musical sound is called a tone,
an unmusical sound, a noise.
4· A tone is a sound in which pitch
is perceptible.
5· A tone hasjourproperties; length,
pitch, power, and quality.
6. Lozgt!t is the duration of tone.
7. Pitr/1 is the highness and lowness
of tone.
8. Po1.ocr is the force of tone.
9· Qua/it;• is the character of tone.
Io. A proper/;• of a tone is one of its
essential elements.
r r. The study of Music is divided
into three departmmts, Rhythmics, Melodies and Dynamics.
12. Rltyt!wzit-s treats of length.
13. llfdodirs treats of pitch.
1 4· Dy11amits treats of power and
quality.
IS· Quarters are tone lencrfhs, about
as long as a pulse beat.
I 6. JVott·s are characters which repre · ent the length of tone.
I 7. There are five different kind of
nnte<>: whole, half., quarter, eighth, and
·ixteenth.
r.

I.

I8. A w!zole note is an open head,
without stem.
19. A lzalf 11ote is an open head and
stem.
20. A quarter note is a closed head
and stem.
2 r. An eight!t note is a closed head,
stem and one hook.
22. A sixteen/It ?tote is a closed head,
stem and two hooks.

*

*

*

"The Sea King" is the best light comic opera now before the public.
The Musical Department gave Gutterson's beautiful cantata in costume
and with orchestral accompaniment in
Chapel Hall, Jan. 2. It was well given.
The musical world suffers a great lo s
in the death of the brilliant Prima Donna, Emma Abbott.
She was only 36
years old, but had worked her way from
obscurity to the highe t type of vocal
art.
The ''Carrington Grand Opera Co."
are billed for the 19th at Valparaiso.
The musical and society people are expecting a rare treat. They give "l\Iartha."
Blatchford Kavanaugh. the wonderful boy soprano, is spending his winter
in Bombay, in his tour around the world
with rich friends.
The Metropolitan ~Iu.:;ical 'onservatory of New York opens up with an unusually strong faculty. A. R. Par ·ons,
Dudley Buck and 1-T. P.. . 'helly are
among them.
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a little flushed and embarrassed as the newest arrival is apt to be, stands, cap in
hand, making his best bow to you. He
has no apology to offer for his intrusion,
no intention even of pre enting the well
·worn "long felt want" excuse. The fact
that he is here is prima-facie evidence
that his sponsors feel that there is a place
for him. \Vhether this opinion is justified by the facts, and whether he i able
to fill the place, the future alone can tell.
As the latest applicant for your favor he
will try to merit your esteem and friendship; whether you need him or not he
is very certain that he needs you.
He modestly declines making any
great promises for the future but thinks
that he may hope to be no unworthy representati\'e of the great school from
whose midst he comes and to fairly reflect its spirit. He will try to be, a
his name sugge. ts, a companion for students eveq where and of every degree.
From such particularly he hopes to receive a cordial welcome.
ELL, THE STUDE T,
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The attention of re. ident students is
called to our local advertising pages.
All the advertiser are personally known
to us and are responsible and h norablc
men.

*

*

*

It i proposed to publish each nwnth
in THE .'TUDE, T a resume of news.
omething valuable ought to be accomplished and yet the work is a clifli.cult
one. A mere mdangf woulcll>c of little
value, and anything of local intcre:-.t
would be ruled out by its very chara tcr.
Descriptions of pla cs and things might
be made interesting, as the illustrated
magazines have proved, hut without the
help of the artist and engraver, the
teacher could profit little from them.

The interest · of the s hoob arc ·o
closely identified with the general int r ests of the ommunity, its social. politi al, religious, and l!Conomical interc: t .
that anything that ,..·ill gi\'e the teac:her
a more intelligent view of th ese great
*
*
intere ·ts must have permanent value.
\Ye shall endeavor to is ue THE .'1t.1- The teacher who has clear and definite
I>EX r on the fir ·t of ea h month. A va- inform~tion upon u h subj e .t a · fr .,
ricty of ircnmstance · have com binoinage the elc tion bi II, th · farmer '
ed to make our fir:t number late, and allian e, the tariff, ·ompul ·nry att ndits tardiness will clcla) the February an e the bible in the ·chool , th u in "
number. \\ e hope however to mail the of languages other than the I ,n r]j h etc ..
.i\Iar h number about the fir:t of the etc., will do more intcllig ·nt w rk fo r
month . and thereafter will try to be on his pupil than on • who ha no int ·re t
in u h ·ubjc ts, o_r only a varrue and
time.

*

THE EDITOR.
transient interest. The information need
not be such as the specialist requires,
exhausting and minute ; and it must not
be partisan in any sense of the word.
It should not be such information as the
controversialist needs, but such only as
plain people need to enable them "to
walk more surefootedly in this present
world."
Of course, this method of dealing
with the matter, if carried out with even
a good degree of success, woul d d emand an amount of time, and knowledge, and judgment which the present
writer cannot command. Yet he hopes
to do something which may prove helpful to some teachers; and probably
most helpful in making their work less
isolated and suggesting its intimate connection with all the great progressive
and con ·ervative forces, which build
. · an d na t.1ons. Th ere can
commmutles
he no doubt, that the school which departs as little as possible in all its methods from the best usages of common life,
is the best school : and the teacher who
most skillfully and faithfully carrie out
the principle, is doing most to meet the
ends for which the State maintains its
schools.
So, in some such way a is implieJ in
the foregoing words, a beginning will be
made in the next number of THE TUDE T.
H.

*

*

*

"

N.

C.

find many sympathetic readers.
\V.
\Voodville Rockhill contributes a second
paper on those curious people, the [ongols. ''Among the Mongols of Azure
Lake" will deepen the interest already
awakened by his "Border-Land of
China," which appeared in the December number. Like the first paper, the
present one is accompanied by instructive illustrations. The first of the series
of papers on "The memoirs of Talleyrand" is presented in this number. These
promise to be particularly valuable, and
are preceded by an "Introduction," by
\Vhitelaw Reid, our American Minister to
France. The California papers are continned. "Pioneer Spanish Families in
California," by Charles Howard hinn,
and ''The Missions of Alta California,"
by John F. Doyle, are fully as interesting and delightful as any of the former
papers. "California" is rich in short
articles.
"A Romance of forgan's
Rough Riders," by Basil \V. Duke, Orlando B. Wilcox, and Thomas H. Hines,
will be read with deep interest by all
who enjoy reminiscences of the Civil
\Var.
H. E. Krehbiel gives a valuable paper on "Chinese Mu ic." This is illustrated by several pages of Chinese notes
and songs. "Colonel Carter of Cartersville," by F. Hopkinson Smith, and
" ister Dolorosa", by James Lane Allen are continued thi month. The department of "Fiction" is rendered still
more enjoyable by numerous hort stories from the pens of able writers.
"Topics of the Time," ''Open Letters," and "Bric- A- Brac," are filled
with picy and sea onable things.
The January Centzoy is one of the
finest and most entertaining numbers of
thi · peerless Magazine. The 'enttlr)
Company, New York.

"Along the Lower James," by Charles
\rashington Coleman, is the first paper
in the January Cmt111y. It is profusely
illu · trated and full of interest. \Yilliam
* * *
.\. offin gives the public a good intro"Noto: ~\n 1Jnexplored
orner of
duction to the new and talented artist Japan," by Percival Lmvell. i the charmrenyon ox.
cta\e Thant's "lri h ing openinrr paper of the Jan nary numGentlewoman in the Famine Time" will ber of Tl~e Atlantic .1Vontlz/-1'. Japan
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has of late been an attractive part of the
worlcl to us mericans, and this paper
will intensify our interest. Cleveland
Abbe has in "A 1'\ew University Course"
a masterly plea for the claims of "terrestrial physics." In "Compulsory Arbitration, "Charles Worcester Clark discusses that absorbing question ''State
Arbitration."
The rights of railway
corporations and the right of states to
arbitrate concerning them are topics
well and fairly considered in this article.
Josiah Royce presents the first of a series of papers on ''Two Philosophers of
the Paradoxical." This first has for its
subject Hegel, and is interesting and
Yaluable, inasmuch as it very clearly
sets forth some things not always understood about this philosopher. "An
Inherited Talent," by Harriet \Valters
Preston, gives its readers an excellent
idea of the domestic life of the old
French nobility at the beginning of the
la~t century.
Nathaniel outhgate haler's article
on "Indivi(lualism in Education" will
well repay a careful reading. "Boulangism and the P epublic," by dolphc
Cohn, i-; an interesting paper, showing
the effect of the Boulangist adventure
upon the French Republic, and how it
may influence that Pepubli 's future.
In a short ancl vigorous paper, Henry
'harles Lea tell · "The Lesson of the
Pcnnsylvai1ia Election."
ophia Kirk'·
''Swiss Farming Yillage" is a delightful word picture of \riss farm life. "A
~ nvelist of the Jura" gi\·es interesting
information concerning two \vi ·s writers, )f. Cherbnliez and M. Rod.
In the department of fiction are found
Chapters .riV-XYII of Frank R. Lockton's "\J artha", and 'haptcr XIII of
Famn .. D. Murfrec's '·Felicia." Interspersed among the:e various paper.
are poems of merit. while 'Holiday
Bonk . ," '' 'omments on
ew Book ·,"
and the · • 'ontributor:.' 'lub" contain
much that is in:tructive and valuable.
Taken all in aiL the January number
of Tl;t. A /!antic Jfonthl)' i mo. t e.·cellent.
r o other magazine for thi
month
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presents a more attractive and enjoyab le list of papers.
The
tlantic
1onthly, Houghton, 1\Iiffiin and Co. ,
Boston.

*

*

*

Our School was never in as good condition as it is now. Never before have
there been as many classes, nor as great
variety of courses of study offered to
students. From half-past 6 in the morning till 9 at night every recitation room
is filled. The
ientific lass numbers
over 140 and the la sic class is nearly
double its usual size. ·what a change
since the morning of ·ept. IJ., r873,
when we organized the s hool with an
enrollment of 35 students all told. Now
the annual enrollment exceeds the enormous number of~·
This school
grows, not only in numbers but in the
hara ter of the work done. The new
plan of making ele tive a large number
of bran hes formerly required in some
of the courses of study seems to be
working admirably.
Early in the spring a new hapel will
be en: ted whi h will have a seating capacity of 2500. \Ve are also to have a
new physi al and hemical laboratory,
several new recitation rooms and more
commodious quarters for the students
in mathematics. The first floor of the
west win r is to be given to the library,
just uoublin r its present size. The future ne,·er looked a. bright to the friends
of the s hool a now.
\\ e reacl of a great general that he
never knew \vhen he ' as defeated.
uite unlike him, Prof. Brown never
·el.!m , to know when he i · succe sful,
for the greater hi
u ce
the greater hi. effort . l Teither he nor Prof.
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Kinsey ever seem satisfied with the ad- March. He will receive a cordial welvantages they are offering to their stu- come.
dents but labor early and late to increase
E. \V. Blackhurst is principal of the
those advantages.
Indianola, Ill. schools. Of course he
The Normal Sunday School is larger is doing a good work there.
than it has been for several years. The
c. H. McCann writes a kind and enSuperintendentis an enthusiastic worker. couraging letter from \Vhite Heath, IlL
A Y. M. C. A. and also a Y. \V. C. \Ve congratulate Mr. McCann on his
A. have been organized; the former success.
wi'th a membership of forty-nine and
J. L. Simcox is conducting a successthe latter of fifty.
ful business in Patoka, Ill. He sends

U. G. Houston, a former student, good reports from a number of our stuwho during the last year traveled through dents. He says that it is now written
Palestine and Greece with T. DeWitt Dr. J. S. Morton, and Dr. Murfon.
Talmage, was back a few days ago, and
The good news has just reached us of
gave a lecture describing his journey.
the marriage of our friend Earl Cilley
Mrs. J. H. Kellogg's talk, to the ladies, of Ottowa Co., Mich. to his assistant.
has had some good effects. A lady re_ J. F. Fortney, who makes the report,
marked the next day, "This is a turning remarks that ''both rooms are Cilley
point in my life and it remains to be now." By the way Mr. Fortney is one
of the five teachers in his county who
seen whether I am a woman or not."
holds a first grade 3 years' certificate.

*

*

*

\VHAT THEY ARE DOING.

L. H. Carson is doing good work as
County Superintendent of Schools,
\Vashington Co., Ill.

D. E. Minor is at Horse Creek, Ala.
Mr. Minor is a business man; a good
\Ve were pleased to hear from \V. A.
one too.
McVey. He is nmv located at HamLester B. Dresser of '85 has just fin- mond, Incl.
ished a 4 years' term as County Sup't in
Supt. Perkins of Liberty 11o. has re\Vis. He is now the senior member of cently invented an excellent little device
the firm of Dresser and Olcott,
t. for recording class grades. It is cheap
Croix Falls.
and convenient and should meet with a
C. A. Harmon is serving his second
term as Register of Deeds in Cas Co.,
l\lich. ::\lr. Harmon i a staunch Republican, and write that he " urvived
the November cyclone." He expects to
return to school at the expiration of his
official term.
·

large sale. Teachers can purchase one
by adclre ing J. H. Perkins, Liberty, Mo.

\Y. H. Hawkins is now sheriff of 'ullivan Co., Ind., and is doing well. C.
\\T. \Velman and A. B. \Villiams are also
in ullivan, the former being the editor
of the ullivan 'I'imes and the latter a
B. '. Harri · of Dousman l\licb., member of the law finn of Beasley and
writes that he will be with us again in \\'illiams.
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THE STUDE~T is the recipient of a
k ind letter from A. L. Tidd, who is now
teaching mathematics and Latin in the
Oconto, \Vis. High School.
The lectures given the last of Dec. by

Dr. and "Mrs. J. H . Kellogg were the

said that it and it:; companion, St. Nicholas for
Young Folks, issued by the same house, "are
read by every one person in thirty of the country's population,"-and large editions of both
are sent beyond the seas. It is an interesting
fact that a few years ago it was found that seven
thousand copies of TnE CJ..NTURY went to 'cotland,-quite a respectable edition in itself. The
question in England is no longer "Who reads
an American book?" but "\\'ho does not see the
American magazines?"
A few years ago THE CE:s rt. RY about doubled
its circulation with the famvns \Var Papers, by
General Grant and others, adding many more
readers later with the Lincoln History and I' ennan's thrilling articles on the ~iberian Exile
System. One great feature of I 91 IS to be

best attended and probably the most
appreciated of any in the course. The
Chapel was not large enough to hold the
crowd anxious to hear them.
They
were replete with good advice and
good sense.
Dr. Kellogg is one of the busiest men
''THE GOLD IIU.!\TERS UF
J.!FOR , · 1A.
in America but we hope that he may find describing thal great muvement to the gold
fiel<ls in '49, in a series of richly illustrated artitime to be with us again.
cles written by survivors, including the narra-

vV. S. Booth, Sylvester Thomp on,
C. J. Godfrey, A. J. Frost, Vesta ~lea
der, Cassie Gregory, Fred 'troup and
Jos. Conroy, are all teaching in Incl.
C. E . Hall of '9o who now is attending the Chicago :\Iedical 'ollege, was
visiting among us a few Jays ago.
D. S. Robbins also of '9o stopped on
the Hill for about an hour last week,
while on his way to Volga City, Iowa,
·w here he is teaching school. He reports a good time at home an<l says he
enjoys his school work.

J. C. Roberts and T. P. Reep from
IlL, F. i\1. Hall from Ohio, and I>. E.
:\Iinor from Ala. \\•ere on the Hill during Christmas, shaking hand:; with
their fellow workers of '9o.

*

*
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CE. 'Tl K Y l'IAG.\ZI ·b i now o well
that to tell f it pa t uccc
ecm nlmo t nn old t ry The . . •. Y. Tribun-.: ba
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tives of men who went to "'alifornia by the <li£ferent routes, accounts of the gohl discoveries.
life in the mines, the work of the vigilance committees,(by the chairman of the committees), etc.
Gf'neral Fremont's last writing was done for
thi · series. In November appears the opening
article, "The First Emigrant Train to California,-aossing the Rockies in r8 ..p ,-by .en.
Bidwell, a pioneer of pioneer.. Thousands of
American families who had some relative or
friend among "the Argonauts of '49" will be interested in these papers.
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